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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

The purpose of the Zen Regard Tactical Scenario is to provide guidance to the test participants. The test participants were briefed prior to the exercises on the scenario. This consisted of the locations of their vehicles at the start of the exercise and the operation orders to be executed.

The scenario is classified SECRET, although there are some copies of a similar scenario that are not classified. The unclassified scenario is attached in appendix A. The classified scenario, also known as the "Zen Regard Play Book" has been obtained through Charley Kaniewski at the War Breaker Facility. Charley Kaniewski lead the Zen Regard Experiment from the War Breaker Facility and can be reached at (703)908-4412. TheZen Regard Play Book is currently locked up in a safe at the STRICOM Facility under control by Jack Friel. There
- **AIR FORCE** ATTACKS DEEP TARGETS THROUGH THEATER OF OPERATIONS.
- **NAVY** ATTACKS KEY TARGETS WITH DEEP STRIKE ASSETS (TLAMS) AND CONDUCTS SURFACE WARFARE OPERATIONS.
- **GROUND FORCES** CONDUCT DELIBERATE DEFENSE AND DESTroys ENEMY FORCES ATTACKING SOUTH INTO 6TH CORPS SECTOR.
  - TASK FORCE 2-33 DEFENDS IN SECTOR.
  - ARMY AVIATION DESTROYS SECOND ECHELON AND CONDUCTS DEEP OPERATIONS AGAINST ENEMY MOBILE MISSILE TARGETS.

**THE HOME OF MOUNTED WARFARE**